Chapter 3
To Kill or Not to Kill

Tien, Chiaotzu and Yamcha are thinking of when and how to kill Vegeta. They
decide to do it on a planet when they are alone without Trunks. Trunks takes over driving
for Yamcha. Vegeta goes down to train by himself. Tien, Yamcha and Chiaotzu start to
train at 50 times gravity. Tien uses his Split Form against Yamcha and Chiaotzu. The 1st
form of Tien fights Yamcha. Tien’s 1st form spar for a bit and than Tien uses the
Kamehameha Wave to knock Yamcha’s lights out. The 2nd form and Chiaotzu fight.
Chiaotzu kicks Tien in the head and than Chiaotzu jumps and blast both forms back
together. Tien than grabs Chiaotzu and says “Sorry, for this.” Than Tien slaps him
around. Chiaotzu tries to get free, but then Tien throws him and Chiaotzu is down, than
he gets back up. Tien and Chiaotzu keep training, while Yamcha goes into his room and
grabs a bottle of aspirin. Then Tien boost the gravity up to 100 times and starts training
like never before. Trunks looks at the Dragonradar and says “There is one on this up
coming planet and another on one after that.” Next, Trunks lands the ship. Vegeta and
Trunks then go change into their Saiyan Armor, while Tien, Yamcha and Chiaotzu are
already prepared. Vegeta asks, “ Who is going to come with me and search for the
dragonball on this planet?” “ I’ll come” Tien replies. They get off the ship and begin to
fly. Tien and Vegeta find the dragonball after 3 hours of looking, but someone else has it.
Tien and Vegeta land. “We need that, so give it here” says Vegeta. “You’ll have to fight
for it.” Says the unknown warrior. Vegeta gets ready to fight and ask, “What is your
name?” “I am Pour, a warrior of the great Myst!” exclaims Pour. “ I’m Vegeta, the
Prince of Saiyans!” Shouts Vegeta. They both power up and begin to fight. Vegeta
charges up a blast and fires it at Pour. Pour evades and says “ Your dead if that’s all you
got!” Vegeta gets mad at hearing that and goes Super Saiyan 4. Pour transforms and uses
his Myst Ray and Vegeta is blasted to death. Tien is caught in the blast and his arm is
blasted off all the way. Tien decides he needs to fight and uses his Tri Form. Two of
them attack pour while the other one tries to take the dragonball that is on the ground.
The two forms that were fighting are kicked back to the third. Tien uses his multi-arm
and attacks a bit more, and uses his Solar Flare and blinds Pour. Tien picks up the
dragonball and flies away. Tien lands and hides in a cave to wait for the others. Tien
takes a Senzu Bean and his arm grows back, then he goes outside and sees the ship
landing. Tien goes to the ship and goes in and tells everyone what happened. Trunks
doesn’t believe it. He goes outside with everyone else and go find Pour. Trunks goes
Super Saiyan and flies even faster. Tien says, “ There he is”. “Man, Trunks is upset
about Vegeta, maybe he shouldn’t have died,” says Yamcha. “Your right, were
monsters,” says Tien. “Let’s help Trunks.” Says Chiaotzu. Tien, Yamcha and Chiaotzu
power and go down to help Trunks. Tien uses a Kamehameha Wave and hits Pour.
Trunks yells “This is for my father, Burning Attack!” Next, Chiaotzu headbutts him in
the chest and Yamcha uses his Spirit Bomb with hopes to finishes Pour off. It fails.
Then Trunks feels a very weak power level coming out of the water, its Vegeta. Vegeta

comes out and faints to the ground. Trunks goes over to see if he is okay. Than, Tien
fires of a huge Tri-Beam and kills Pour. Tien collapses. Yamcha and Chiaotzu look for
Tien’s Senzu Beans. Yamcha gives Tien and Vegeta Senzu Bean and they get up.
The all fly back to the ship with the dragonball. When they enter the ship they find
Shinito. He says to Tien and Chiaotzu “ You have been chosen to get Old Kai’s power up
and to receive some extra training.” They agree to go and Shinito grabs them and
teleports away to train at Old Kai’s planet.

